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Frank KellerHorst Keller

Dear readers,

Keller Lufttechnik in Kirchheim unter Teck

We are living in a transitional phase. Digiti-
zation is the major driving force behind this 
change, and is closely linked with trending 
topics such as globalization, individualization 
and sustainability. The Matthias Horx Zu-
kunftsinstitut describes the principle of net-
working as the most powerful mega trend of 
our times. This opens a new chapter in the 
evolution of our society. These are big words.

What does all this mean for us in practice? 
Where will we stand in 5 - 10 years? What 
will change and how can we use these chan-
ges to shape them for ourselves?  Opportuni-
ties become apparent once they are made 
available by change:

Opportunities to conquer new segments: e.g., 
the pharmaceutical sector for which we desig-
ned a new containment solution; and growth 
opportunities in international markets. Read 
about what we are doing/planning in China, 
USA, Switzerland and other neighbouring Euro-
pean countries.

Staying Current: Manifested by the increased 
"intelligence" of our dedusting systems and 
their components. You send us your condition 
data to our platform which will trigger an alarm 
if the transmitted data approaches the predefi-
ned limit values. PREMOS is our new automa-
tic remote monitoring service, which is already 
benefitting our customer Schweizer Group.

Industry 4.0 is a theme even in our own pro-
duction plant. This issue of LUFTREIN relates 
our experiences. 

Enjoy reading our LUFTREIN magazine 2019! 
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The flap with a "Plus": 
Enhanced back pressure flap ProFlap

» INNOVATION

In the event that an explosive dust mixture ignites inside the extraction sys-
tem, the backpressure flap ProFlap closes. This prevents flames from  sprea-
ding into other parts of the system.  Keller Lufttechnik is continually enhan-
cing this safety component. Now, the ProFlapPlus, whose sensors signal an 
alarm once they detect wear or deposits, is also available with a sensor for 
flow monitoring. Good news for ProFlap owners: the Plus function can be 
upgraded. This will extend your maintenance intervals and  will increase 
plant safety.

Once an explosive dust mixture ignites inside an extraction sys tem, the ProFlap closes.
Explosion flames and pressure cannot advance to other areas.

There is one common element shared by companies 
in the chemical , pharmaceutical, metal processing 
industries, and manufacturers where GRP parts are 
ground, shot-blasted or painted: they all utilize dry 
filtration systems to clean the air in their machinery 
of fine particulate and aerosols. An explosive envi-
ronment can form on a regular basis (typically, during 
automatic dedusting). If the entry of an ignition sour-
ce is probable - which is frequently the case - system 
operators typically install constructive explosion pro-

tection measures. For example, this can be accom-
plished with a pressure-surge resistant system de-
sign and the added feature of a controlled pressure 
relief. The operator is also obliged to ensure that 
explosion flames cannot spread through the duct-
work towards other system components or emplo-
yees. The backpressure flap ProFlap which is  ins-
talled at the dirty air side of the ductwork, accompli-
shes this task. >
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Certified according to EN 16447
Keller Lufttechnik is continuosly developing its very 
successful product for explosion decoupling of orga-
nic and inorganic dusts. As early as  2017, the back-
pressure flap (available in NW 140 - 560 mm) de-
monstrated it capabilities. The enhanced ProFlapIII 
with a more securely closing flap and with automatic 
locking has been successfully tested and approved 
according to the latest stricter standard EN 16447.

Plus version with sensors
Meanwhile, a redesigned version of the  "intelli-
gent" ProFlapPlus is currently on the market. "The 
Plus version is equipped with two sensors that pro-
vide ongoing information about the system's condi-
tion",  explained Jens Kuhn, Quality Manager of 
Keller Lufttechnik.  "A wear sensor inside the 
housing monitors material abrasion. It activates an 
alarm once the pressure shock resistance of the 
component is no longer warrantied. An angle/flap 
sensor monitors the position of the flap blade and 
detects harmful deposits." Even explosions are sig-
nalled by the sensor, as the flap blade closes against 
the pressure surge formed inside the extraction sys-
tem, according to Kuhn. 

Semi-annual servicing only
Not only do the sensors provide an additional safety 
benefit, the operators also profit from extended 
maintenance intervals, saving time and expense. 
"Without sensors,  the component must be checked 
manually once a week. With the Plus-version, semi-
annual servicing is sufficient. This makes the wor-
kload significantly lighter" says the Quality Mana-
ger.

Additional benefit: Flow monitoring is possible
The angle measuring sensor offers an added benefit:  
depending on evaluation results, it also provides in-
formation regarding the air flow. Businesses using  
flow monitoring as a safety function with perfor-
mance level "d" (see info box) have achieved the 
required reliability. >

» INNOVATION 

Incidentally, interested system operators already working with a ProFlap
system can easily upgrade to the Plus version. 

The European Standard EN ISO 13849  defines performance levels 
(briefly, PL) for the reliability of safety functions on a scale from "a" 
(lowest PL) up to "e" (highest PL). An appropriate safety function is 
flow monitoring (as described on the left) of extraction systems 
used to prevent ex-atmospheres.   
Jens Kuhn, Quality Manager of Keller Lufttechnik, notes that nu-
merous system operators still cannot guarantee the required safety 
levels. For example, some companies still rely solely on a spark pre-
separator for explosion protection. It prevents hot/glowing particles 
from entering/igniting the explosive mix that occurs inside dry filt-
ration systems. To achieve PL "d" utilizing this measure alone requi-
res a spark pre-separator functioning so safely that a spark by-pas-
ses a system unhindered only once every 530 years,  Kuhn calcula-
tes. "But even with a filtration efficiency of 99.99 %,  a spark could 
enter the separator every 2 hours!" remarks the specialist.

»  EX-PROTECTION: 
 MAINTAIN THE PERFORMANCE LEVEL D 
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» INNOVATION

Contact: Jens Kuhn 
Phone: +49 7021 574-344
jens.kuhn@keller-lufttechnik.de

Own area for explosion testing
Keller Lufttechnik has its own area for explosion testing - a 
stone quarry near the company's  headquarter in Kirchheim/
Teck-Jesingen. Ex-protection specialist Jens Kuhn appreciates 
the convenience of performing tests locally. "Because the be-
haviour of units and materials in the event of an explosion can-
not be accurately calculated,  we rely on these tests", he said. 
"If an initial attempt fails, we continue to test other configura-
tions, and so on... until we achieve satisfactory results." <

» IMPORTANT: 
EX-PROTECTION CONSULTING  
BY A SPECIALIST

Keller Lufttechnik advises system operators using dry filtration units regar-
ding explosion protection measures and safety performance levels. If ne-
cessary, Keller Lufttechnik will offer suggestions for achieving  the required 
safety rank. 
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» INNOVATION 

Award: Keller Lufttechnik - one of
"100 companies for resource efficiency"

Utilizing software, Keller Lufttechnik has optimized the design and 
production of the  backpressure flap ProFlap. The number of compo-
nents was reduced, error sources were minimized, the reject rate de-
clined. The result: significant material/energy savings. The "Alliance 
for Greater Resource Efficiency" of German state Baden-Württemberg 
honored this project with an award.

The efficient use of raw materials and energy is a key 
future strategy for    industries within Baden-Würt-
temberg, so the Ministry for Enviromnent, Climate 
and Energy in Stuttgartit organized various industry 
associations into the "Alliance for Greater Resource 
Efficiency".

An industry "Who's Who"  in the  German state 
of Baden-Württemberg
What does resource efficiency mean? What actions 
do companies undertake to produce more efficiently? 
To answer these questions the alliance looked for 
exemplary projects: "100 companies for resource ef-
ficiency! Manufacturers of all sizes could apply with 
their solutions. A research association reviewed the 
submitted documents and selected projects that de-
monstrated significant savings in the use of raw ma-
terials, as well as strategies that could be adapted 
by other companies. Keller Lufttechnik was on the 
list of award winners which reads like a "Who's 
Who" of the Baden-Württemberg Industry. Also in-
cluded were ABB, Bosch, Daimler, ebmpapst, evonik, 
Festo, Fischer, Holcim, Porsche, Ritter Sport, Sie-
mens, Stihl, vector and Würth Elektronik.

ProFlap Production: Software supported opti-
mization
Keller Lufttechnik convinced the jury with the project 
"Resource / energy-efficient innovation with the use 
of the  software  bw!MFCA“. The company improved 
the backpressure flap ProFlap, a protection device 
now offered as ProFlapIII. The air filtration specialists 
not only developed the new technique (see page 4), 
they also modified the design of the unit so that the 
new ProFlap can be manufactured more easily and 
more efficiently, saving resources. >

The Manager of Keller Lufttechnik, Horst Keller (left),
received the membership certificate for "100 companie 

for resource efficiency" from Baden-Württemberg's
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» INNOVATION

New configuration
"The back pressure flap is for installation inside 
ductwork systems. Therefore, the previous shape 
was as round as the ductwork itself", Keller's Qua-
lity Manager Jens Kuhn reports, Quality Manager 
at Keller Lufttechnik. "Within the guidelines of our 
resources project, we changed our approach, and 
the new ProFlap is now manufactured in an octa-
gonal shape. We were thereby able to replace the 
process step of "rounding" by bending, as produ-
cing this new shape is now much simpler and more 
accurate. The reject rate is significantly reduced". 
The new configuration adds another advantage: 
the Plus version is equipped with internal sensors. 
Previously, the necessary circuit board had to con-
form to the rounding, which was less than ideal. 
"With the new sensor surface area we can avoid 
this error source", states the specialist.

Mortise-and-tenon joints reduce welding im-
perfections
The team of specialists  came up with another lo-
gical idea to eliminate a potential source of error 
in welding. To that end, they installed mortise-
and-tenon joints at the individual parts. "Usually 
the components are attached with spot-welds. It is 

possible that the components may not be precisely 
positioned", Jens Kuhn explains. "With one end 
tapered and with corresponding recesses at the 
opposite end, the positioning of the component is 
now always exact before the seam is welded. The 
result:  product quality increased; the rejection 
rate decreased."

Using the knowledge for future project deve-
lopment
The project helped to clarify the consumption of  
materials and energy by combining  perspectives 
from different deparments.  The knowledge gained 
and the new processes instituted will be incorpo-
rated into future product development. Not only 
quality and functionality of the products,  but also 
the efficient production of air pollution control 
equipment at Keller Lufttechnik will become more 
significant.  <

Keller modified the ProFlap design for simpler and resource efficient production.

Contact: Jens Kuhn 
Phone: +49 7021 574-344
jens.kuhn@keller-lufttechnik.de
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» INNOVATION 

HydronPlus, compact wet scrubber for air recirculation

HydronPlus is the new extraction system ma-
nufactured by Keller Lufttechnik. It is intended 
for manufacturing processes where combustib-
le, explosive or adhesive dust occurs. Hydron 
combines the advantages of a wet scrubber 
with the high filtration efficiency of a dry pro-
cess, thereby enabling air recirculation for 
energy cost savings. The German state Baden-
Württemberg already honoured this product 
with the Environmental Technology Award Ba-
den-Württemberg. The compact HydronPlus is 
a plug-and-play solution for stand-alone ma-
chinery and workstations.

Sparks often occur during brushing, shot 
blasting and grinding processes. In these si-
tuations and anywhere combustible, explosi-
ve or adhesive dusts and aerosols occur, wet 
scrubbers are traditionally used. They cap-
ture the polluted air, let it pass through a fine 
water screen and then separate the dust-la-
den droplets by means of a cyclone separator. 
With the use of water, the wet scrubber reli-
ably prevents possibly explosive and flamma-
ble dusts.

Conventional technology has had energy 
efficiency issues.
Such types of wet scrubbers have been wide-
ly used for decades. "At the present time, the 
energy requirements for these universally 
used devices do not match up  with regard to 
energy and filtration efficiency, and ergono-
mics ",  Leopold Rang, Product Manager at 
Keller Lufttechnik says. "Depending on the 
particle size, they separate the pollutants so-
metimes more or less efficiently. Therefore, 
we do not obtain a reliable degree of filtrati-
on efficiency required to enable air recircula-
tion, and therefore cannot return the cleaned 
air back into the workplace." In exhaust air 

operation, the conditioned plant air is direc-
ted outdoors in high volumes which, depen-
ding on the season, is heated or cooled with 
heavy energy use.

Hybrid technology combines wet and dry 
separation
The new HydronPlus will change this. "It com-
bines the advantages of a wet scrubber (ex-
plosion protection) with the excellent filtrati-
on results of dry filtration",  Leopold Rang 
explains. "The wet scrubber is equipped with 
a secondary filter stage which provides defi-
ned separation degrees of 99,95 % or more, 
depending on the filters inside. This reliably 
ensures that the cleaned air values are clear-
ly below the limit values as mandated in the 
Workplace Regulations and VDI-Guidelines 
2262, page 3. Therefore, we can return the air 
back into the plant." Model calculations by 
Keller Lufttechnik (for a 2-shift-operation) 
have indicated heating cost savings of ap-
prox. 2000,- €  by utilizing a HydronPlus.  >

The compact wet scrubber HydronPlus is intended for manufacturi ng processes
where combustible, explosive or adhesive dust occurs. 

The HydronPlus combines the advantages of a 
wet scrubber with the high filtration efficiency 
of a dry filtration process, making air recircula-
tion possible. 
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Environmental Technology Award of German 
state Baden-Württemberg for HydronPlus 
This product innovation has already generated 

excitement: In July, 2017, our Managing Director Frank 
Keller (right) and Engineering Manager Ulrich Stolz 

(left) received the Environmental Technology Award 
Baden-Württemberg in the category of "Reduction of 

emissions, treatment and separation" from
Franz Untersteller, Environmental Minister.

Innovation

» INNOVATION

Flexibility - capitalized
Besides its energy-efficient technology, its flexibility and 
ease of handling also characterize the HydronPlus. "We noti-
ced at our customer facilities that flexibility in manufactu-
ring is increasing. The increased demand for separation 
systems is not only for centralized plants, but for more and 
more smaller separators situated at one or two machines, or 
at single workstations",  Leopold Rang reports. "With an air 
flow of 1500 m³/h the HydronPlus is precisely such a unit. 
For example, it can easily be moved if a processing machine 
is relocated."

A compact and ergonomic design
When designing an extraction system, our engineers consi-
dered a compact configuration. Its footprint is only 1.2 m². 
"In addition, ergonomics are just as important. The unit is 
easy to handle and to service. All main components such as 
replacement  wash water or filter elements are easily acces-
sible," says the specialist. "Even in this respect, the Hydron-
Plus is innovative"

New standards in wet separation technology
Specialists at Keller Lufttechnik designate this as a breakt-
hrough innovation : "With the compact separator HydronPlus 
we succeeded in combining the advantages of wet /dry se-
paration while incorporating advance technology, establi-
shing a new standard in wet separation." <

» IMPORTANT: 
EVAPORATION/COOLING PLANT 
REGULATION DOES NOT APPLY

The simplified operation of HydronPlus has an additional advan-
tage: In conventional wet scrubbers with exhaust air operation, 
according to regulations covering evaporation/cooling plants, 
strict conditions apply to combat Legionella contamination. How-
ever, wet scrubbers with air recirculation are explicitly excluded. 
Expensive safeguards such as sampling tests every 14 days by a 
testing laboratory in 3-month cycles no longer apply.

Tested for  safety
Operators still play it safe with HydronPlus: "The operating water 
inside HydronPlus is circulated until the concentration of solids is 
high enough to exchange the water. We've commissioned an inde-
pendent laboratory to test for potentially contaminated circulating 
water that might release harmful aerosols into the air", says Leo-
pold Rang, Product Manager of Keller Lufttechnik. The laboratory 
performs tests even under extreme conditions by adding nutrients 
to the water to artificially boost the bacterial count.  Despite these 
conditions, the quantity of bacteria in the air tested as harmless. 

„HydronPlus is the result of long-term  
experience and subequent implementation  
of new information and innovations.“

Contact: Leopold Rang 
Phone: +49 7021 574-201
leopold.rang@keller-lufttechnik.de
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» INNOVATION 

Leading international manufacturer of light alloys, DGS Swit-
zerland, uses the new  HydronPlus for deburring of compo-
nents. Per company requirements, the new hybrid separator is 
compact and mobile,  so that it can be used in alternate loca-
tions at the production site with changing operating demands.  

The die-casting specialist DGS, headquartered in St.Gallen, Switzer-
land, manufactures light alloy precision components for the automoti-
ve industry and equipment assemblies. "Added value by means of in-
novation" is the motto of this company. It applies to materiel, proces-
ses and products, as well as to production technology. In this regard, 
a variety of filtration systems from Keller Lufttechnik contribute to the 
high quality end products at DGS. For a long time now, DGS has requi-
red a flexible wet scrubber for use at different locations in the produc-
tion plant. The system had to be simultaneously capable of safely se-
parating highly explosive aluminum and magnesium dusts.

HydronPlus - Post-production use
"The HydronPlus offers exactly this possibility.  A pre-condition for its 
mobile use is the feasible air recirculation",  according to Andreas 
Hüttinger, the Managing Director of Keller Lufttechnik AG (Swiss sub-
sidiary of the  German company). "DGS tested our HydronPlus for a 
trial period and were impressed. The hybrid extraction system using a 
combination of wet / dry filtration was tried for 6 months in the post-
production deburring of die-casting components at a manual work 
station". Following the testing  phase, DGS acquired the small, com-
pact system. This mobile extraction system can easily be moved when 
work benches are re-located in the future. Only the ductwork from the 
work bench to the extraction system requires adjusting, says the clean 
air specialist. 

Condition monitoring proves that the dry filtration system is ba-
rely affected
Along with the new HydronPlus, Keller Lufttechnik also installed PRE-
MOS, a system for condition monitoring. Sensors at relevant system 
parts relay their data via an IoT-platform (Internet of Things) to Keller 
Lufttechnik. If parameters approach preset limit values, the system 
generates an alarm and Keller specialists provide the customer with 
instructions (for more about PREMOS, please see page 12). "Our mo-
nitoring confirms that HydronPlus is operating properly. The secondary 
filtration stage is barely affected", explains  Andreas Hüttinger. "Ex-
changing filters has not been necessary so far." The water for the wet 
operating main filter will be changed once per week. "This interval is 
recommended based upon our experience", Hüttinger says.

PREMOS – a convincing concept
PREMOS not only provides a good overwiew regarding system perfor-
mance to Keller's experts. Customers themselves can also obtain in-
formation at any time for an overview. "A convincing concept", accor-
ding to management at DGS. They are now considering the use of 
PREMOS for all their company filtration systems. <
 

Swiss die-casting experts are positive 

The die-casting specialist DGS chooses
to utilize the new wet scrubber upon demand

at various production locations.
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» INNOVATION

Downtime risk close to zero with the use of Predictive Monitoring

Even well-serviced extraction systems can surprise with downtim e issues.
Keller Lufttechnik recommends PREMOS as a complete solution to protect against unscheduled equipment downtimes.

With Predictive Monitoring, an automatic 
remote monitoring concept, Keller 
Lufttechnik's specialists continuously su-
pervise the status of the extraction systems 
of participating customers. The sensors 
trigger an alarm if worn out or polluted 
components threaten the functioning of a 
system. Unscheduled machinery down-
time? This expensive scenario is a thing of 
the past for users of our Predictive Monito-
ring System named PREMOS. Everyone can 
participate: Upgrading existing filtration 
systems is easy with the installation of re-
levant hardware. Keller Lufttechnik can di-
rectly install this service in new systems 
upon request. 

Everyone is discussing the Internet of 
Things (IoT), "intelligent machines" that 
provide interesting data about operation 
conditions. A well-known example is the 
refrigerator  which automatically orders 
milk or butter from the corner store if these 
products run out. "Nobody needs it", is of-
ten stated at convivial gatherings. Howe-
ver, there are already meaningful technolo-
gies available. They assist companies in 
operating more productively.  As the speci-
alist for clean air, Keller Lufttechnik in D-
Kirchheim/Teck (near Stuttgart), can provi-
de such proof.

Suitable for all types of filtration sys-
tems
The After Sales Service of Keller Lufttech-
nik offers, additionally, a predictive monito-
ring service - a condition monitoring for ex-
traction systems. This technology can be 
easily retrofitted to operate on all types of 
extraction systems, whether dry, wet, 
coolant or oil mist filtration. 

Sensors detect important operating pa-
rameters
"A data box and different sensors only are 
required," explains  Matthias Herrmann, 
Product Manager of After-Sales/Service at 
Keller Lufttechnik. Installed on various 

parts of a system, the sensors can detect, 
among other issues, the resistance of the 
main filter and secondary filter stages, fan 
vibrations, the air flow, compressed air con-
sumption or power consumption. The data 
measured by the sensors is relayed via mo-
bile network to a web-based data platform. 
Data collection and transfer is independent 
of the machine's main control, which makes 
the system extremely safe to utilize.

Alarm signal if the limit value is ap-
proached
"The data platform includes the limit values 
for different parameters for any systems 
that are being monitored. If the measured 
values approach the set limit values, an 
alarm is sent to us", says  Matthias Herr-
mann. "Our specialists analyze the situation 
and contact the customer with problem so-
lutions and maintenance recommendations. 
The operator can quickly adopt suitable 
measures, preventing an unscheduled sys-
tem downtime." Customers using this ser-
vice can also obtain access to the IoT plat-
form and can check the values at any time 
by themselves. >
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» INNOVATION 

Sensors detect important operating parame-
ters that are permanently monitored via a 
web-baseddata platform. The aim is to warn 
customers in advance before issues arise at 
their systems.

Predictive Monitoring – Customers benefit
The advantages of Predictive Monitoring for customers of Keller 
Lufttechnik are evident: they receive advance notification when 
issues are imminent. Necessary repair /maintenance /cleaning 
work can be planned so that they are scheduled for a period 
when the system is not operating. Unscheduled downtimes of 
dust collection systems are now becoming a thing of the past. 
"Our customers can purchase spare parts only as required, and 
so can reduce their inventory,"  says Matthias Hauser. "Our ser-
vice technicians know in advance what to expect when they 
visit customers for regular system inspections, bringing with 
them any anticipated spare parts.  No extra service trips are 
necessary."  

 
PREMOS customers receive advance notification when issues are imminent.  

Necessary repair /maintenance /cleaning work can be planned so that they are 
scheduled during a period when the system is shut down.

Contact: Martin Kirschmann
Phone: +49 7021 574-178
martin.kirschmann@keller-lufttechnik.de

Data management by loT
Platform and visualization
by web browser

Initial diagnosis
• Analysis of the reported alarms 
• Preparation of possible solutions 
• Preparation of maintenance recommendations

Data logging 
Logging of important  
measurement values by means  
of sensors and a data box 

KELLEROPERATOR 

All achievements advance further product development
Matthias Herrmann notes an additional long-term advantage 
for all participants. "With Predictive Monitoring we gather 
more valuable insights into how well Keller Lufttechnik's filt-
ration systems function with daily use, which further benefits 
future product development.  Down the road,  we will be able 
to offer our customers customizable systems and more detailed 
solutions." <

Data
 tra

nsfer
Limit value alarm

Contacting the operator

„These multiple advantages are 
summed up in noticeable cost 
reductions and productivity gains 
for our Predictive-Monitoring 
customers.“
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» CUSTOMERS ABOUT US

Martin Landwehr is head of maintenance at Schweizer Group, 
aluminum and die-casting specialist at D-Hattenhofen, located 
between Stuttgart and Ulm. The company has been using the 
Predictive Monitoring Service by Keller Lufttechnik for more 
than a year. In an interview with LUFTREIN editors, Martin 
Landwehr related his experiences.

LUFTREIN : Mr Landwehr, what is Schweizer Group about? What do 
they offer?

Martin Landwehr: Schweizer Group specializes in aluminum and 
magnesium die-casting and is a supplier of series parts for the auto-
motive industry. We employ approx. 1000 people at four sites in Ger-
many, and one each in the Czech Republic, Turkey and China. Here at 
the headquarter in D-Hattenhofen about 400 people work in our found-
ry, in CNC processing, and administration of the holding company. We 
manufacture approx. 12000 aluminum die-cast parts daily in D-Hatten-
hofen by  10 die-casting centers. The majority of our production is cy-
linder head covers.

LUFTREIN : Where do you use extraction systems?

Martin Landwehr: There is only one extraction system, a wet scrub-
ber. It controls clean air at the shot blasting plant. All aluminum die-
cast parts pass through this shot blasting plant. We intensively use 
the system.  During the week it operates continuously, and sometimes 
on weekends, as well. This means that it could become our "bottle-
neck" machine, and its reliability is of vital importance to us. In the 
event of a breakdown, no parts will exit this stage of production.

LUFTREIN : What is the role of the extraction system?

Martin Landwehr: During operation, the system is equally important 
as the shot blasting plant itself. If the extraction system does not func-
tion, we cannot operate the blasting plant. The only alternative would 
be to let the parts be shot-blasted by an outside provider. This would 
result in a significant loss of time and would increase the price by 
50%. During any shift in when a system shut down occurs, we lose 
approx. 3000 Euro. This has actually happened in the past. With worse 
luck, the problem occured in the evening. Then, the system was down 
for 2 shifts until we could resolve the problem. If the ultimate reason 
for the shutdown was merely a blocked nozzle, I found that highly frus-
trating.

LUFTREIN : You have been using the Predictive Monitoring Service 
PREMOS of Keller Lufttechnik for one year now, and have allowed 
your extraction system to be monitored remotely. What effect did this 
service have on your operation?

Martin Landwehr:  The extraction system has not failed since then. 
Keller Lufttechnik now monitors any important operating parameters 
and provides us with an alarm when necessary. The messages display 
greater urgency as individual measurement values approach the "red 
zone", which is very helpful.

LUFTREIN : Why are there periodic "alarms"  on your extraction sys-
tems, and what measures do you take then?

Martin Landwehr: Keller Lufttechnik informs us not only about criti-
cal measurement values, their specialists always advise us on what 
actions to undertake immediately. There are two issues that occur re-
peatedly: The nozzle of the wet scrubber is blocked and requires 
cleaning, or the fan has an imbalance because of contamination. We 
noticed that conscientiousness pays off when we perform a daily mi-
nor cleaning and a major cleaning every 14 days. In the meantime, we 
have an idea of how long the extraction system can continue to opera-
te after an initial alarm. Say the alarm reaches us on a Thursday, and 
a major cleaning is scheduled for Saturday, a cleaning only is suffici-
ent. This means that we have adequate time to plan our cleaning and 
maintenance activities so that there are no additional downtimes. 
This is beneficial for our productivity.

LUFTREIN : Would you recommend PREMOS to other companies?

Martin Landwehr: Yes, I would.  It provides a tangible extra value at 
a fair cost.

LUFTREIN : Thank you very much for this interesting interview, Mr. 
Landwehr.

For Martin Landwehr, Maintenance Manager at Schweizer Group
Hattenhofen, an aluminum die-casting specialist, the system of
proactive remote monitoring has already paid off. Since PREMOS
has been in use, their separator has not experienced any
unscheduled downtimes.

Schweizer Group: „No more downtimes
– Predictive Monitoring pays off.“
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During the processing of potentially harmful substances - for ex-
ample, in the pharmaceutical industry, proper containment solu-
tions are required to protect personnel. Powerful extraction sys-
tems filter these substances from the air. During the waste disposal 
of particulate, however, cost-efficient solutions that are adaptable 
for smaller filtration systems have so far been unavailable. Keller 
Lufttechnik has recently designed a Bag-in-Bag system for dry filt-
ration units that is scheduled to be released to the market in the 
beginning of 2019.

New containment solutions in dedusting technology

In the pharmaceutical industry, the requirements for  safe manufacturing 
processes have been tightened. The substances people are exposed to are 
becoming increasingly more potent. To minimize potental risks, secure con-
tainment solutions are in demand. Containment includes the unit housing 
as well as the material processed inside, so that personnel experience mi-
nimal exposure.

Only minimal quantities are allowed in breathable ambient air
The potential risk of a substance is defined by what is known as the OEB 
value. OEB stands for "Occupational Exposure Band" which means the oc-
cupational safety  classification.  Currently there are 6 OEB classifications. 
The higher the count, the stricter the requirements. Currently, an OEB 4 and 
OEB 5 are often required. For OEB 4, an "Occupational Exposure Limit" (OEL) 
of 1 -<10 µ per m³ air is in effect. OEL defines the allowable volume of a 
substance contained in 1 m³ of inhaled air so that a person can breathe it 
safely for 8 hours. OEB 5 allows only less than 1 µ of a substance in 1 m³ 
air. This is the equivalent of 1/20 of a teaspoon of the substance contained 
in the air volume of the Empire State Building.

Commonly used but expensive: Waste disposal via continuous hoses
"Our extraction systems are capable of filtering machine exhaust air so 
well  that they meet the strict emission limit values", says Leopold Rang, 
Product Manager at Keller Lufttechnik. "There is an additional challenge: 
During dust disposal, personnel may be exposed to too high concentrations 
of harmful substances." This is why extraction systems capture this parti-
culate that often gets released during dedusting  by means of endless ho-
ses. When a bag is full, it is double sealed on top and cut off between the 
two seals. The lower part is disposed of, while the upper section is pulled 
down for a new bag to collect the filtered particles. "The disadvantage of 
this process is that the design is very complicated and expensive", Leopold 
Rang explains. For larger extraction plants with air flows of 10000 up to 
15000 m³/h the investment cost is potentially proportionate to the cost of 
the entire system. This is not the case, however, for smaller systems.

Trend towards smaller extraction systems
"We noticed a trend towards compact filtration systems as many manufac-
turers demand more production flexibility", says Rang. "For such systems 
with air flows of 1500 up to 2000 m³/h, we need new containment strate-
gies for the waste disposal process."

 

Particularly during the waste disposal of carcinogenic substances, safe con-
tainment is a prerequisite in protecting personnel from overly high  
concentrations of harmful substances.

Bag-in-Bag-system: An economical solution for com-
pact systems
The solution Keller Lufttechnik's engineers came up with is 
called a Bag-in-Bag system. A full disposal bag is double-
sealed and then cut off between the two seals. The upper part  
of the bag remains, sealed at the bottom, hanging at the ext-
raction system. Then a clean bag is positioned over it and at-
tached over the residue of the full bag. The residue of the full 
bag is pulled down into the clean bag and is disposed of in the 
next waste disposal, a simple and cost-effective solution. "This 
new system will be available on the market in the beginning of 
2019", Leopold Rang announces. >

» INNOVATION 
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Containment – important for more and more manufacturing 
fields
With this secure waste disposal system, Keller Lufttechnik is plan-
ning  to expand into markets  beyond the chemical and pharmaceu-
tical industries. The safety requirements are increasing in other 
industry segments, as well: Quartz dust in the ceramics industry 
and concrete production today is classified as being a carcinogen. 
Therefore, new occupational limit values are applicable. Another 
example is the processing of carbon fiber reinforced plastics which 
release fine conductive fibers that could create electrical short cir-
cuits inside control units. In these instances the use of the new 
containment solutions is also beneficial. <

Contact: Leopold Rang 
Phone: +49 7021 574-201
leopold.rang@keller-lufttechnik.de

» KLR-filter:  
20.000 operating hours and more

One thing is evident: A filter exchange on an extraction system classified 
in OEB 5 or OEB 6 requires complete protection of both the equipment and 
housing of the filter system. Therefore, operators are interested in minimi-
zing potential problems. The KLR filters, introduced to the market in 2016, 
will assist them.  These filter elements will operate for  20000 hours wit-
hout loss of quality, doubling their service life as compared to conventio-
nal filter elements for dry filtration systems. The new filters merit their 
name: KLR - Keller Long Run.

For additional information, please see: 
www.keller-lufttechnik.de/produkte/filterelemente/klr-filter/kurzprofil/

» INNOVATION

The bag is affixed at 
the point of dischar-
ge with a sealing 
ring

When the bag is full and needs 
exchanging, it is closed with a 
special clamp. Then the foil 
between the clamps is cut so 
the bag can be disposed of se-
curely.

A new bag is now slipped over 
the full bag to be disposed 
of…

The worker moves the 
sealing ring from the upper 
into the lower ring slot. The 
waste disposal system is 
now ready. 

The frequency of replacing filter
elements can be reduced thanks to the
long service life of KLR filter elements.

… and can be attached with 
a new sealing ring in the up-
per grooved ring slot.  The 
full bag  with the old sealing 
ring underneath it can be 
pulled intoh the covering bag 
and both can be dropped into 
the disposal. 
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Schorr - model and prototype builder relies on high tech in
milling and extraction

Schorr - a traditional company located near Stuttgart produces 
large plastics/metal components for the automotive / aviation 
industry with a new Zimmermann Portal milling machine. Oc-
casionally the machine releases dusts and chips, as well as 
oil mist. Keller Lufttechnik's extraction system with its practi-
cal combi-filter cartridges FLEXI-P is up to the task.

Schorr GmbH produces large plactic / metal components for autom otive
and aviation industries by using a Zimmermann portal milling machine

Schorr GmbH in D-Bietigheim near Stuttgart specializes in model ma-
king, gauge production and prototype building. "We are a supplier for 
the automotive/aviation industry, and deliver, among other items, mil-
led parts for the building of prototypes. This means that a part is pro-
duced only once", according to Stefan Meyle, Operations Manager at 
Schorr. "However, the same precision and high degree of automation 
during production is required as for series production."

"We work faster wit better accuracy"
Schorr uses a CNC portal milling machine model FZ40 manufactured 
by Zimmermann, D-Neuhausen. "Our FZ40c is very stable because of a 

reinforced base plate and 8 additional mounting mechanisms. As a 
result, vibrations during milling are minimized and workpieces of the 
highest accuracy can be produced",  says Marcus Lengerer, Marketing 
Manager at Zimmermann GmbH.  Stefan Meyle concurs, "The fortified 
machine increases  both the efficiency of our machining processes  
and the quality of the components. As a result, we are faster and more 
accurate." Also contributing was the extraction system from Keller 
Lufttechnik that was recommended by Zimmermann and delivered 
along with the milling machine >
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The extraction improves the processing quality
"We  machine at a very high power output of 60 kilowatts, so we si-
multaneously create heat. The heat could theoretically heat up the 
work station and affect the accuracy of the machine", the Works Ma-
nager explains. "However, the extraction system not only continuous-
ly removes dust, coolant mist and chips, but also the heat generated 
during the manufacturing process."

The challenge: Different air pollutants
The specialized conditions in model making pose a challenge for en-
gineers in the air pollution control technology. Any part produced by 
a milling machine is  unique.  Sometimes it is made of carbon fiber 
reinforced plastics, sometimes of Ureol (a polyurethane model cas-
ting material), and sometimes made of aluminum or other metals. 
Sometimes very fine dust is created, and sometimes the coolants 
evaporate to form aerosol mists. "The standard solution to date for 
those emission requirements was the installation of two filtration 
systems: a dry filter and an aerosol filter" says Torsten Grüner, Team 
Manager at Keller Lufttechnik. But our specialists now offer a more 
practical solution. "Thanks to our FLEXI-P cartridge, the milling machi-
ne at Schorr only needs one dry filtration system. FLEXI-P is a combi-
filter consisting of dual layers - a polyester felt layer for the separati-
on of dust and chips, and an inner finely woven material that removes 
aerosols from the air.

Thanks to FLEXI-P, the milling machine at Shorr requires
only one dry filtration system

"An ideal solution".
This process is functional and suitable for daily use, Stefan Meyle states.

As an additional advantage, the FLEXI-P solution requires less plant floor 
space. >

„In  the past, if we had chosen a single 
extraction technology, it would have 
been only a question of time before the 
first filter stage was ruined by us.“
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Stefan Meyle, Operations Manager at Schorr,
is satisfied with the new extraction system:
"It always operates, despite the presence of
dust and chips, or oil mist."

Spark detector ProSens prevents explosions and fires
"Schorr is additionally saving floor space as the company doesn't 
have to establish explosion protection zones around the filter 
system", Torsten Grüner says. "The automatic dedusting of the 
filter where an explosive environment may occur, happens during 
system downtime. However, if an igniting spark enters the sys-
tem, the spark detector ProSens triggers an alarm, halts the de-
dusting process, and eliminates the risk of an explosion." To pre-
vent a possible fire, the operator is informed with the alarm sig-
nal to employ preventive manual extinguishing. Consequently, it 
is sufficient to use an argon extinguisher attached to the system 
and douse the separator with an extinguishing gas.

Reliable duo
The portal milling machine FZ40c combined with the Keller dry fil-
tration system with FLEXI-P cartridges form an ideal duo. The ad-
vertised pledge of the machine manufacturer is: "A Zimmermann 
will never let you down." Whether "never" proves true, Stefan 
Meyle cannot yet say. Two years ago, his company invested in the 
predecessor of the newly purchased FZ40c with the same identical 
extraction technology. "In fact, the system did not let us down du-
ring that time. We are completely satisfied", he says. <

In the event an ignited spark enters the extraction 
system, the spark detector ProSens triggers an alarm, 
halts the dedusting process, and thereby prevents an 
explosion. 

Contact: Torsten Grüner
Phone: +49 7021 574-325
torsten.gruener@keller-lufttechnik.de
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International markets becoming more strategic

Keller International update: In addition to current subsidiary companies in China, 
USA and Switzerland, Keller Lufttechnik plans to increase future expansion in Euro-
pe. In addition to the automotive industry, China is experiencing substantial growth 
in the plastics processing industry. Meanwhile, Keller USA further benefits from  
Baden-Württemberg's  ClustAir group's expansion into Mexico.

Adequately cleaned air in manufacturing facilities results in healthy 
work stations, high quality products, and nontoxic exhaust air. The 
technology to provide it is also an international requirement. Rolf 
Bernauer,  the executive responsible for international busines at Keller 
Lufttechnik, says, "Growth opportunities for our company lie essenti-
ally in the international markets. Our expanding presence abroad is an 
important facet in safeguarding the future." Three subsidiary compa-
nies in USA, China and Switzerland denote the locations the specia-
lists are prioritizing.  In addition, the Western European market, espe-
cially Austria, France, Italy, Spain and Great Britain, and in a later 
phase, the Eastern European countries, will come into play.

Keller China: CLEACOM systems sucessful for the plastics pro-
cessing industry
Keller Lufttechnik is currently branching out into new markets in Chi-
na. "Traditionally we'ved been deeply anchored in the automotive in-
dustry," Bernauer explains. "Now, we are developing a second focus. 
With our CLEACOM system, which stands for Clean Compounding, we 
address the plastics processing industry." The potential is huge: China 
accounts for approximately 30 %,  a significant portion, of the overall 
worldwide plastics production. >

With its CLEACOM systems, Keller Lufttechnik handles clean air efforts in the plastics 
processing industry. The potential in China is huge: "Cathay" constitutes approx. 30 %, a 
substantial segment, of worldwide plastics production.
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Expanding into new market segments
Through an international business project and the plastics industry 
trade fair Chinaplas in Shanghai, Keller specialists were able to 
generate interest, to meet prospective customers, gain some valu-
able contacts, and build company relationships. All the lead refe-
rences from international businesses engaged in plastics proces-
sing were beneficial, because some of our existing customers in 
other countries have subsidiaries or joint ventures located in Chi-
na.  They are frequently open to collaboration with Keller Lufttech-
nik because of favorable past business experiences between the 
respective parent companies.

"First orders have been signed"
"The first orders have already arrived," Bernauer is pleased to an-
nounce. "It speaks for Keller Lufttechnik that we can provide a 
wide range of products for nearly all production processes; we of-
fer solutions for dust, fumes and aerosols; we individually plan and 
realize complex installations; and we provide specialized expertise 
for explosion protection that is advantageous to many of our custo-
mers."

Keller USA: New access into the Mexican market
Our USA subsidiary recently benefitted from the industrial group 
ClustAir BW, an alliance of innovative small and medium-sized 
companies in air pollution control technology in Germany's Baden-
Württemberg.  A group of their representatives travelled  to Mexi-
co, a market covered by Keller USA. There were discusions with 
political leaders and industry authorities. "This was a very benefi-
cial experience. We were able to identify potential markets and 
established relationships," Bernauer reports. "This type of personal 
contact can open doors to many new opportunities."

Subsidiary companies are becoming more proficient
Overall,  Rolf Bernauer has concluded that Keller's corporate affili-
ates have demonstrated increased independence,  with steadily 
growing teams,  and greater in-house expertise.  This allows Head-
quarters in D-Kirchheim/Teck to pursue further international 
growth opportunities.  "We've taken the initial steps to expand our 
presence in Western Europe while trade barriers are low and the 
overall demand is high," says Bernauer. Keller Lufttechik also plans 
to support existing branch offices and partnerships, and aims to 
introduce its products at additional European trade fairs. <

The industry trade show, Chinaplas, in
Shanghai enabled Keller specialists to
generate new interest, to meet prospecti-
ve customers, to obtain valuable  
associations, and build company contacts.

Contact: Rolf Bernauer 
Phone: +49 7021 574-261
rolf.bernauer@keller-lufttechnik.de
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Industry 4.0: Keller Lufttechnik drives towards digitization 

Segregated digital islands are typical at most German compa-
nies. Incompatible software and outdated machinery prevent 
networking among multiple processes.  Keller Lufttechnik ti-
died up, invested in new technology and created a digital pro-
cess chain from engineering design to production. The leaders 
in the digitization process, Bernd Flatzek and Andreas Bene-
dickt report on their challenges, successes and further digiti-
zation plans.

"When personnel, machinery and industrial processes are all connec-
ted in an intelligent network, we call this Industry 4.0. (…) In industry 
4.0, production processes mesh with state-of-the-art information/
communication technology", states  the website of the  Federal Minis-
try of Economy and Energy. To that end,  Keller Lufttechnik undertook 
a big step towards this complex "meshing". At first, Industry 4.0  ap-
pears to be a very abstract and broad concept, states Bernd Flatzek of 
the Engineering Department , a leader in the push for digitization.  
Achieving Industry 4.0 will only become successful  if the company 
first addresses its internal challenges, before the new digitization pro-
cess is adopted as a potential solution.

Previous Engineering design data for laser machine proved in-
compatible 
Bernd Flatzek reports: "Up to now there were breaks in our digital pro-
cess chain from Engineering on down to the manufacture of housing 
for filtration systems. Data created was of no particular use because 
of incompatible formats and content." Using a typical example, Engi-
neering prepared an extensive 3-D drawing of a system utilizing stan-
dard CAD software, but the Production Department needed a 2-D dra-
wing, so the 3-D drawing had to be converted by  Engineering experts 
using an additional software step. Much of the information provided 
in the drawing was unnecessary for Production, but other vital infor-
mation was missing. "We had to modify the digital document received 
from Engineering so that it could be read by the laser machines used 
in the cutting processes," says Andreas Benedickt, member of the pre-
production team. Together with Bernd Flatzek, they are leading the 
digitization project. "A lot of practical experience and knowledge went 
into the project. Teammates know how much time each production 
step takes, when parts need to be turned, and the number of people 
required."

Investment in a network-compatible folding press
Until recently, the possibility of further digitization of the production 
process after laser cutting came to a complete halt. The 18- year old 
folding press, which  formed the flat metal sheets, did not have a net-
work connection. Keller Lufttechnik has invested in a new machine 
that is fully network compatible, and includes a robot to supply the 
system with the necessary material. This simplifies labor, and the pro-

ject team can begin digitizing the entire sheet processing oeration, 
with assistance from extermal IT specialists, to Engineering, and on.

Commonly used software does not match highly specialized 
products
The task turned out to be complex and engaged several software de-
velopers. One software was required for sheet processing from simple 
3-D data, one software was required for workflow automation, and 
additional software was necessary for the preparation of offline-for-
ming programs. "It became clear that existing software is designed for 
job order production of identical components in high volumes", Flatzek 
explains. "However, this is not how we operate. Keller Lufttechnik of-
fers a wide range of various extraction technologies and integrates 
them into systems that are individually customized. This means that 
no two systems are alike. Each system passes through the production 
process separately (single unit flow), even if many parts are standar-
dized. For digitization, this production method requires a longer tes-
ting period and optimizing. It has been particularly challenging to 
translate the engineering science of the process into digitized machi-
ne language, Andreas Benedickt explains. "We realized that software 
follows a different form of logic than people. They processes informa-
tion in a linear mode, while our personnel are more situational thin-
kers."

Should the process match the software - or vice versa?
A basic question in digitization is how willing are the company and its 
processes to adhere to software specifications, Flatzek says. "All soft-
ware changes involve considerable effort and intensive communica-
tions with the programmer. Our goal is that the end result must suit 
Keller Lufttechnik."  >

Successful despite challenges: "The newly created digital proce ss chain from Enginee-
ring to Manufacturing promises increased speed and quality," says Bernd Flatzek.
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Digitization = job loss?  Fears unfounded.
"Digitizing won't replace manpower. It is a matter of establishing a 
new job culture," says Andreas Benedickt.  This requires  a major 
transformation which, like any change, creates anxiety among many 
employees. "But  the individual human element has never been so cri-
tical as in its involvement in the digital and automated production pro-
cesses and commercial applications," acknowledges Bernd Flatzek.  
During numerous discussions, employees were invited to participate 
in the success of this project. As a result, it was possible to develop 
solutions that allowed people to concentrate more on their valuable 
functions without being distracted by additional menial tasks. The re-
sult reassured everyone that a higher work output can be mastered 
more easily, with a shorter lead time. Today, the software is used in 
detailed product manufacturing planning and conveys the collected 
data to the production software.  Employees handle overall monitoring 
and perform any fine adjustments. Whether it is an order for a major 
system or a spare part, a customer order is processed using the same 
care and attention at all its key points.

 

Next step: Simplify workforce planning
Previous success does not imply the completion of the digitizing pro-
ject.  It is the basis for further optimization. Strategic production plan-
ning could, for expamle, simplify personnel deployment, as the soft-
ware also indicates the coverage required at each individual machine. 
In the future, personnel  may receive the following text on their mobile 
phones: "Tuesday--folding press - second shift; 2 employees for 6 
hours". "Employees can then sign up for their relevant shift. The pro-
duction foreman would only intervene when required - simple Industry 
4.0," remarks Bernd Flatzek. 

Increased quality and speed
Daily use of the digitized process chain has proven to be effective. 
Keller Lufttechnik is experiencing an increase in speed and quality - 
without overextending employees. "We are now able to engage our 
personnel more effectively," says Flatzek. "Our level of high quality 
remains the same, as it is less dependent on  individual workers." Di-
gitization is an important advance in  ensuring the company's future 
growth. <

The leaders of the digitizing project, Andreas
Benedickt (left) and Bernd Flatzek are certain that
digitization is an important step towards ensuring
the company's continued growth.

Digitization is gaining greater acceptance than anticipated.
Human resources service Randstad determined from a survey
of 1200 employees that people recognize the advantages of
automation (see diagram). Regretably, digitization may
significantly change many a job description.
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At the present time, electronics dominate everywhere. 
The role of electronic components in extraction systems 
has grown in importance over recent years.  To  properly 
install the increasing system electronics and pneumatic / 
hydraulic components in the future, Keller Lufttechnik has 
trained Mechatronics engineers for many years. But how 
to bring skilled workers up-to-date relative to their respon-
sibility for installation projects and after sales service? 
Experienced colleagues with specialized electronics disci-
plines participate in continuing education to cultivate and 
upgrade their skills. The accreditation process combines 
theory and practice. They demonstrate their qualification 
with examinations. Future customers will benefit from the 
expertise of our fitters and service technicians who are 
capable of installing and servicing even electronic compo-
nents. "Lifelong learning is important in any field of activi-
ty," as is acknowledged at Keller Lufttechnik. "Qualifica-
tion to become a skilled electrician is just one example of 
how we support, encourage and ultimately promote our 
personnel. “ <

The training workshop for future Mechatronics engineers 
and Assembly engineers is under new leadership. The long-
term instructor of our industrial apprentices, Ernst Her-
mann, has retired after 48 years of employment at Keller 
Lufttechnik. Since 1998, he had been responsible for all in-
dustrial training. The new leader of our training workshop 
now is Karl Finkbeiner. He is also responsible for additional 
training of already skilled colleagues. Under his guidance, 
they undergo practical testing in multiple disciplines.  Karl 
Finkbeiner is one of a team of 4  responsible for training in 
4 occupations and 3 dual curriculums. <

Electronics expertise services customers
and their production demands

A new head of our training workshop
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Requirements change and new qualifications are required in every indivi-
dual business unit. Since October 2018, Keller Lufttechnik has been pro-
viding a dual studies curriculum for a Bachelors of Engineering (B.Eng.) in 
Mechanical Engineering & Process Technology. In addition to the previ-
ously established studies for Bachelors of Engineering, Design and Deve-
lopment, and the Bachelor of Arts BWL Industry, this is the third dual 
curriculum at Keller Lufttechnik. The new course of study is a collaborati-
on with dual studies at University of Mannheim and expands on the pre-
viously successful collaboration between Keller Lufttechnik and other 
dual studies universities in the state of Baden-Württemberg. With well-
trained and specialized graduates in the 4 apprenticeships  for Mechatro-
nics Engineer, Assembly Engineer, Technical System Planner and Industri-
al Clerk, in adddition to the 3 previously mentioned dual curriculums, 
Keller Lufttechnik is well-prepared to meet future challenges. <

In October 2018, the IHK Esslingen (Chamber of Industry 
and Commerce) honored Fabian Gröschl and Henry Keller 
who just became Mechanical Design Engineers, and Maike 
Burkhardt as an Industrial Clerk, with a recognition for their 
outstanding achievements. The young people achieved the 
award because of their commitment and performance, as 
endorsed by the company. Meanwhile, these prizes are the 
proof of the high quality of apprenticeship programs at Kel-
ler Lufttechnik. <

The new Bachelor's degree program is here!

Apprentices honored

Promoting local talent at Keller Lufttechnik does not stop at the gate. 
The company also supports the "Young Knights" - the prospect squads 
for the professional basketball players with Kirchheim Knights. The 
young athletes are enthusastic in their hope that this support will faci-
litate their advancement into the Youth Basketball Bundesliga, which is 
the highest Basketball Liga for youths under 16-years old.  Their most 
important goal, however, is that they wish to have fun in sports. <

Young talents encouraged in sports, as well
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The new Keller Lufttechnik website has been online 
since May of 2018. Customers now gain better access to 
our products and services to assist them in finding suita-
ble solutions for the extraction of their own production 
processes. 

Thanks to the responsive, multiple device-friendly web-
site, pertinent content can be easily accessed at 
www.keller-lufttechnik.de <

New website online!

Interested individuals can subscribe to 
the free E-Mail information service from 
Keller Lufttechnik. Valuable tips for daily 
tasks are provided, such as current news 
regarding industry-relevant laws and gui-
delines, or reports from companies which 
adopted successful extraction solutions.

Stay up-to-date on new air pollution
control technologies

Keller Lufttechnik has been continuosly developing its 
occupational health initiative since 2018. Since that 
time the company has been collaborating with a nearby 
gym. Additionally, there is the opportunity to lease E-
bikes for use as a "business bicycle".  The new offers 
supplement an already existing sports program that in-
cludes volleyball,  soccer teams, and back fitness cour-
ses. Keller Lufttechnik supports all these activities, as 
Management wishes to contribute to employee health, 
fitness, and well-being , both in professional and private 
life! <

Fitness for everyday life The North American subsidiary of Keller Lufttechnik looks back at 20 suc-
cessful years in business. On the occasion of this anniversary,  Horst Keller 
and Frank Keller visited the Keller USA team in South Carolina. During a 
celebration with employees, their families and business partners, they 
shared their vision for the future of the Keller group. They proudly looked 
back on a subsidiary that began in 1998 with one employee to support sales 
in the USA, and has since grown into 18 employees. The reason for their 
success, according to US Management is, "We carefully listen to our custo-
mers and offer them on-site consulting,  engineering and service to suit their 
individual needs." Their success story continues - and LUFTREIN will update 
along the way. <

You can subscribe to the E-mail information service at:
www.keller-lufttechnik.de/e-mail-informationen-abonnieren <

20 years for Keller USA

1998 2018

Behind the scenes 

» BEHIND THE SCENES 
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The newest vehicle in the Keller Lufttechnik fleet drives without 
emitting emissions and is charged using electrical power. The 
latest generation of  E-smart vehicles are charged at an intelli-
gent Revolution-E-filling station of Hummel Systemhaus. The new 
"fueling system" is adjacent to the visitors' parking area. Our 
guests can recharge their e-cars while they conduct business at 
Keller Lufttechnik. <

Many products originating in D-Kirchheim unter Teck are "at 
home" in the world marketplace. The Kirchheim Association of 
the Self-Employed created the theme for the  7th economics 
award, "From Kirchheim into the world". Every 2 years, pupils at 
Kirchheim's schools can apply with their interpretations of that 
year's theme.  The jury selected 4 winners from 11 works submit-
ted,  among them 10 students from the middle school in Jesin-
gen. They proudly received the award and prize money of 700 €  
for their studies into the international business relationships at 
Keller Lufttechnik. <

Engineering students at 2 high schools in D-Kirchheim have been col-
laborating on an exciting project since the end of 2017. The young in-
ventors steer a Bobby-Car using remote control. A further requirement 
was that the vehicle drive autonomously and simultaneously commu-
nicate with an auxiliary vehicle.  In case any mechanical questions or 
issues arise, the engineers at Keller Lufttechnik provide additional 
support with their expertise. For example, they assist students in pre-
paring CAD drawings or with the manufacture of necessary parts. <

As one of 6 companies in Kirchheim, Keller Lufttechnik once again 
received the award  "Ökoprofit company". Dr. Jürgen Zieger,  Mayor of 
Esslingen and the First Civil Servant of the  district of Esslingen, Dr. 
Monika Leuze-Mohr, presented the award certificate to Axel Maier, 
Environmental Official at Keller Lufttechnik. For many years, Keller has 
been active in the Ökoprofit association. Its goal is to aim high with 
further contributions towards environmental protection and conser-
ving resources. A cooperative project has been successfully comple-
ted.  Ten Ökofit club members collected 434 old personal mobile pho-
nes from their employees and relegated them to recycling. <

Charging electric vehicles
– safeguarding our future

„From Kirchheim into the world“ 

Pupils steer Bobby-Car via App

Honored for environmental
performance

Behind the scenes

» BEHIND THE SCENES 
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The information provided in this brochure is not intended to imply an explicit concept. Due to the huge variety of applications, individual advice by our engineers is essential.
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• CCMT, Peking/China 
   15.04. – 20.04.2019

• Chinaplas, Guangzhou/China 
   21.05. – 24.05.2019

• EMO, Hannover 
   16.09. – 21.09.2019

• "K", Düsseldorf 
   16.10. – 23.10.2019

• Blechexpo, Stuttgart 
   05.11. – 08.11.2019

• FABTECH, Chicago/USA 
   11.11. – 14.11.2019

Keller Lufttechnik will attend, among others, to the following trade fairs:

Safe your free ticket with e-mail to:  
news@keller-lufttechnik.de

The staff at the exhibitions is looking forward to your visit.

» TRADE FAIRS IN 2019


